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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There have been 20 activities organized and participated since the official
recognition of Indonesia Youth IGF (“Forum”) by the Secretariat of IGF Global
(“Secretariat”) in November 2018. The activities that were organized comprised both
offline and online activities. While many of the activities targeted youth, there have been
some occasion where non-youth participants also participated in our activities.
Most of the substance of activities focused on privacy and freedom of expression,
given the current state of public concern at the moment. There has been some attempt
to diversify the issues, however it has not been successful yet. At present method of
engagement were mainly comprised of training, workshop, public discussions either
online or offline. During our activities online/offline surveys organized by the Forum
were distributed. The surveys collected will help us to determine the current state of
Indonesian youth in responding to various issues of internet governance.
Our operations are managed only by 4 persons under voluntary basis. Most of the
organizations of the events were supported by sponsors who its relations were
established based on personal networks of OCs. This leads to various internal
challenges such as organizational structure, financial, and limited possible engagement.
Externally, the Forum faces challenge such as brand duplication by competing entity
and disparity on the youth knowledge on internet governance issues.
B. ACTIVITIES REPORT
1. Indonesia Internet Governance Forum National Dialog 2018 – Jakarta, 1
November 2018
Organized by the Indonesia Internet Governance Forum on November 2018, a
youth session was also held in parallel to the other existing sessions. The youth session
discussed the following topics:
1. The importance of youth involvement in the internet governance landscape;
2. Do’s and Don’t’s in combating hoax for youth;
3. Creating positive contents in combating hoax
4. Hoax and fake news in the event of natural disaster;
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5. Body shaming as cyberbullying; and
6. Freedom of speech from youth perspective.
While in general there is no pre-event material provided to each of the participant,
the sessions ran very interactive. Especially on topic No.3 which invited number of
commentaries from the attendance. Most of the commentaries, interestingly deliver their
own real experience as survivor to various natural disaster.
During the course of discussion we happened to discover that the young people are
sensitive to issues revolving on internet governance. Hoax and privacy, are to name few
of the IG issues relevant to young people. They shared hope and wishes, without
knowing proper channel to do so. The session ended with taking a photograph together
and brief networking session.
2. Introduction Profile Production
As part of introducing internet governance ecosystem to youth, the OC of Forum
decided to create profile introduction as well relevant social media channel and website
on November 2018. Few merchandise as promotional activities were also produced.
The promotional materials and channel are as follows:
1. Website

: youth.igf.id or muda.igf.id

2. Email

: youth@igf.id or muda@igf.id

3. Instagram Account

: @youthigf_id

4. Twitter Account

: @youthigf_id

5. Facebook Page

: Forum

6. Youtube Channel

: Forum

7. Print leaflet; and
8. Merchandise
3. Festival Relawan TIK 2018 – Cirebon, West Java, 1 December 2018
The Forum was invited to attend Festival Relawan TIK 2018/ ICT Volunteer
Festivals 2018, in Cirebon, West Java. The Relawan TIK is a movement spread out
across Indonesia providing not just a digital literacy but also technical literacy on ICT
works.
We had the honor to not just only attend the event, but also to speak in front of
the audience. Mostly composed by youth participant, the topic that we addressed was
privacy and freedom of expression (“FoE”). Given most of the participant have sufficient
previous knowledge on the issue, the discussion went out very lively. The responses
and questions addressed by the participants were varied from issue of policy and
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legislations pertaining policies to the enforcement actions toward allegation of FoE as
well as privacy violation.
The event was also attended not just by the member of Relawan TIK but also
Head of Indonesia Internet Service Provider Association (Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa
Internet Indonesia), representative of privacy-focused CSO, as well as representative of
local authorities (i.e. police, etc).
During the event we managed to meet up and promote Forum, as well as
documenting the hope and wishes of young people toward the betterment of internet
governance.
4. Training Of Trainers “Digital Literacy for Internet Information Activist –
Jakarta, 22 – 23 January 2019
Thirty digital information and literacy activists from Aceh to Papua gathered in
Jakarta to take part in "Digital Literacy for Internet Information Activists" Training of
Trainers event held in Jakarta on 22-23 January 2019. This activity was a joint
collaboration between TikTok (ByteDance) and ICT Watch - Indonesia, with the support
of Ministry of Communication and Information Technology (KOMINFO), ICT Volunteers,
and the National Digital Literacy Movement (GNLD) SiberKreasi.
Digital literacy is an issue which currently becomes a concern of stakeholders in
Indonesia. This is due to the increasing number of internet penetration in Indonesia and
the use of smartphones and social media. However, it is not accompanied by the quality
of adequate human resources. Indonesia ranked 60th out of 61 countries in the global
literacy index (CCSU, 2016). The gap between the development of ICT and the
readiness of human resources makes Indonesia's digital world vulnerable to the
invasion of negative contents. This threat is increasing along with the political situation
in Indonesia ahead of the Presidential Election and legislative elections in 2019, which
is one of the triggers for the spread of many hoaxes and hate speeches on social
media.
To reduce the impact of negative content, while at the same time also encouraging
the creation of positive contents on the internet, there are needs to involve various
stakeholders to continuously educate the public regarding digital literacy.
Youth IGF Indonesia, represented by Ellen Kusuma, took part in this event and
shared on the importance of privacy in the digital world and emphasized on the level of
comfort and safe which could be widely differed for each internet user. However, it didn’t
mean users, especially activists, should not be aware of the lurking threats and steps
that can be taken out of precaution to protect themselves in the internet. Her
presentation included tips to protect privacy of oneselves in social media. She also
noted on how Indonesia is yet to have comprehensive legal framework/law in regards of
protecting user data and privacy in the internet realm.
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5. Diskusi Orang Muda Indonesia /Discussion For Indonesian Youth – Men Sano
Internet Sano – Jakarta, 21 February 2019
In celebrating World Safer Internet Day, we organized a public discussion with the
topic of A Healthy Internet for A Healthy Mind. In collaboration with Ruang Komunal
Indonesia/ Indonesia Community Room from Facebook and In to The Light, a CSO
focused on suicide prevention, and Southeast Asia Freedom for Expression Network
(SAFENet), a CSO focused on the protection of freedom of expression we discussed
the danger of suicide content on the internet and its relation to suicidal thoughts
occurred among the youth.
The speakers composed of Benny Prawira Siauw of Into The Light, Unggul Sagena
of SAFENet and dr. Guntara Hari, Sp.KJ, a psychiatrist serving expert on mental health
on the discussion. The session was moderated by Ellen Kusuma of Forum.
During the discussion number of questions asked by the participant, among of the
notable questions are as follows:
1. How to correctly analyze person having suicidal thoughts?
2. What to do if encountering person with suicidal potential?
3. What the platform should have done in preventing the suicidal content?
4. What would be the relation between bullying and suicidal action phenomenon?
The discussion went lively, and concluded with a statement that upon encountering
person with suicidal thoughts, a correct recourse is required. Contacting relevant
resource person is the most appropriate way. While on the other hand, platform provider
needs to ensure the minimization of suicidal related content.
6. General Lecture And Discussion With Prof Wolgang Schulz On Netzdg
Jakarta, 20 February 2019

-

Organized by ICTWatch and ELSAM, a cso focused on human rights advocacy, a
seminar followed by discussion were organized on 20 February 2019. The topic
discussed during the event was on NetzDG, a current formulated regulations originated
from Germany demanding liabilities of platform provider toward any of available content
on their platform. The event invited Professor Wolfgang Schulz, Member of the
Committee of Experts on Internet Intermediaries (MSI-NET) of the European Council
and Lecturer of Information and Communication Law in the Faculty of Law, University of
Hamburg, Germany, to be the key speaker of the general lecture on handling hoaxes
and hate speeches, and to share about the impact of having Enforcement on Social
Networks Law (NetzDG) in Germany.
Schulz shared on how EU worked on regulating social media platforms and finding
balance so as not to over regulate freedom of expression or give more power to the
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corporate giant and how far their responsibility goes (intermediary liability). To welcome
him, four speakers – representative from Ministry of CIT, Indriyatno Banyumurti from
ICT Watch, Garin Ganis Indonesia IGF, and Forum welcomed and gave him the context
of internet in Indonesia.
Our attendance was divided into two, of which Ellen Kusuma, representing Youth
IGF Indonesia, remarked on the big numbers of youth in Indonesia but the participation
in talking on internet governance had been low. The discussion should be more
inclusive, and youth shouldn’t hesitate to include themselves in the talk since the law or
regulation made will affect them far longer than the men in the constitution which still
overly represented by older generation. The subsequent discussion on the similar issue
was moderated by Bhredipta Socarana.
The seminar and discussion were attended by participant with various background,
which mostly government representative, academician and representative of CSO.
7. Roadshow Pintar Memilih – Various Locations, 3 March – 12 April 2019
Indonesia has a good large number of first young voters in the 2019 election,
around five millions people, and thus it is important to rise their participation in the
upcoming election, especially since the election will be the first time ever electing one
executive position (president and the vice president) and four legislative positions (DPR,
DPRD Provinsi, DPRD Kabupaten/Kota, DPD) at the same time.
Collaborating with Perludem, an organization focusing on the research democracy and
election in Indonesia, and Google Indonesia as one of the biggest platform which young
voters used to find information, Forum went to 10 universities around Indonesia to boost
youth participation in the election. The 10 universities are:
1. Universitas Sriwijaya, Palembang, South Sumatra – March 3, 2019
2. Universitas Islam Negeri Syarif Hidayatullah, Tangerang, Banten – March 8, 2019
3. Universitas Indonesia, Depok, West Java – March 17, 2019
4. Institut Pertanian Bogor, Bogor, West Java – March 24, 2019
5. Universitas Pattimura, Ambon, Maluku – March 26, 2019
6. Universitas Padjajaran, Bandung, West Java – March 29, 2019
7. Universitas Tanjungpura, Pontianak, West Kalimantan – April 1, 2019
8. Institut Teknologi Bandung, Bandung, West Java – April 3, 2019
9. Universitas Negeri Jakarta, Jakarta, DKI Jakarta – April 9, 2019
10. Universitas Udayana, Denpasar, Bali – April 12, 2019
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Inviting KPU, Bawaslu, also Redaxi and Mafindo, CSOs focusing combatting the
spread of hoaxes, especially election related or politically motivated hoaxes, the
participant are served with range of topic discussion, such as do’s and don’ts in the
election, how to report election cheaters and the law consequences when participating
to one, and etc.
Perludem themselves has developed a website (pintarmemilih.id) to help voters to
get to know the election candidates better since there are around 800 candidate from all
over Indonesia.
More than 1800 university students participated in the event. The event generated a
high quality discussion between the speakers and the students in each universities. The
participants also asked critical questions, with the most notable questions asked are on
how to registers as voters, how to detect and report electoral fraud, and what the legal
sanctions are for the perpetrator. Other questions included the ecological impact from
having paper based voting system, and whether in the future Indonesia will change to
online based voting system.
8. Kreator Pintar Memilih - Jakarta, 10 March 2019
In parallel with the Pintar Memilih Roadshow, Google Indonesia in collaboration with
Perludem organized an event made special to Youtube creative content creator. The
event was purposed to encourage Youtube creator to create various content
encouraging youth to participate in the election.
Ellen Kusuma and Astari Yanuarti of Forum participated as moderator and speaker
to the session respectively.
The event concluded with having all of the participants visited the Indonesia
General Election Commission/Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU) and Indonesian General
Election Supervisory Agency/Badan Pengawas Pemilihan Umum (Bawaslu).
9. Digital Literacy Class on Privacy and Safe Internet – Medan, North Sumatera
24 May 2019
This event was organized during holy month of Ramadhan, which was celebrated
by many Indonesian given the majority of Muslim population in Indonesia. Organized by
ICT Watch, Forum was represented by Ms. Ellen Kusuma in this event. The speakers of
the event were composed of various multistakeholders such as government, academia,
and Civil Society organization.
The discussion in the event brought various issues on privacy and personal data
protection. It also discussed tips and tricks to limit the spread of hoax and
misinformation. The event was attended by general public coming from different
background.
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10. But First Privacy: Basic Privacy Class for Youth – Jakarta, 14 June 2019
To respond various privacy concerns raised by the public, Forum together with
DiploFoundation, ICT Watch, MAG of Indonesia Internet Governance Forum supported
by Bina Nusantara University (BINUS) and Celcius, Cyber Law Student Community of
Binus organized privacy class for youth. The event discussed not just privacy and
personal data protection from regulatory perspective but also from practical aspect.
The event that was opened for public, though most of the attendants coming from
Binus, introduced participants to various privacy features in operating internet.
Introduction on basic privacy skills, such as managing apps permissions, the function of
using VPN and alike were introduced by Donny Utoyo from ICT Watch and Ryan
Rahardjo of Google Indonesia.
11. Journalistic Training of Central Information Agency – Jakarta, 26 July 2019
In collaboration with Jakarta State University (Universitas Negeri Jakarta/UNJ), the
Forum participated in journalism training organized by the UNJ. Astari Yanuarti
represented Forum to deliver journalistic training materials that includes misinformation
and hoax identification. The event was attended by UNJ students who were enthusiast
to learn to prevent extracting misinformation for their writings
12. Public Discussion and Movie Screening: The Great Hack – Jakarta, 1 August
2019
Amid of the rising public concern on privacy, the Great Hack movie was released
and attracted public’s attention. ICT Watch and Indonesian Youth IGF responded this as
one of the momentum to advocate the issuance of personal data protection law in
Indonesia. Bhredipta Socarana represented Forum in this occasion. In collaboration
with Indonesian Cybersecurity Forum, and SAFEnet, a public discussion was held
before the screening of the movie. One of the speaker introduced during the discussion
was a university student who became public discussion because his courage to unveil
organized group selling Indonesian ID Card information. The discussion was attended
by member of public from different background.
13. Jaga Privasimu (Protect your privacy) Youth Training – Jakarta, 20 August
2019
Forum in collaboration with Google and SAFEnet delivered privacy training for
Indonesia youth as part of Jaga Privasimu event. Astari Yanuarti represented Forum to
act as the moderator of the event. Meanwhile the courses on privacy and security
practice were delivered by Google and SAFEnet. The event was attended by youth
coming from Jakarta greater area who were very curious and keen to learn more on
online privacy practice.
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14. Survey on Freedom of Expression – 31 August 2019 to 31 October 2019
This survey was organized together with SAFEnet and Pamflet Generasi, a CSO
focused on youth empowerment, in response to Indonesia’s government action that
shut down internet access in one of its province, Papua. The survey was targeting
Indonesian youth around Jakarta greater area with the purpose of knowing their
understanding and belief on the level internet security that they have. The survey result
unveiled that more than half of Indonesian youth still feels insecure with their online
activities, and put more trust to internet platform companies rather than its government.
The release of this survey was organized on 2020.
15. National Dialogue Indonesia Internet Governance Forum – Jakarta, 9 October
2019
As an annual event of the MAG of Indonesia Internet Governance, the Indonesian
Youth IGF organized its sessions that composed with a) introduction of internet
governance; and b) discussion on youth’s expectation on how internet should be. The
1st session was supported by Purplecode Collective, TikTok, A Content Creator on
Youtube, and Ministry of Communication and Informatics. The 2nd Session was selfmanaged by Forum.
16. National Seminar and Workshop: Jaga Privasimu (Protect your privacy) - Bali,
17 October 2019
As part of the event organized in Jakarta, 20 August 2019, Indonesian Youth IGF
represented by Ellen Kusuma, together with Google, SIberkreasi, and ICT Watch
organized a privacy workshop. Similar to the previous workshop, this workshop also
introduced series of information on securing personal data and privacy during online
activities on the internet.
17. Online Discussion on Internet Governance Forum in Indonesia – Remote
Participation, 29 November 2019
Initiated by ID Institute, a CSO focused on internet governance issue, an online
discussion to discuss the current state of Indonesian internet governance. Bhredipta
Socarana from Forum represented and spoke on behalf of the Forum. The speakers
originated from academia, cybersecurity practitioner, and representative of CSO. The
discussion that was held remotely was attended by numbers of Indonesian youth across
the world from Korea, United Kingdom and USA. The online discussion organized in
collaboration with WWW Foundation and SAFEnet.
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18. Remote Participation on Youth Coalition on Internet Governance (YCIG)
Session at Internet Governance Forum 2019 – Remote Participation, 29
November 2019
In order to publish and upstream its work, Forum attended YCIG remote session
that allowed us to introduce our works to participant of the session. Ellen Kusuma
represented Forum by sharing our activities that have been listed previously. The
presentation also included result of survey on freedom of expression conducted from
August to October.
19. Discussion and Movie Screening: The Cleaners – Jakarta, 10 December 2019
In light of the survey that was conducted previously, Forum organized public
discussion and movie screening the cleaners. License to publicly screen the movie has
been previously obtained from the rightful copyright holder. The discussion tried to
unveil the practice of content takedown by internet platform provider. This event was
organized in collaboration with SAFEnet and the Library of Ministry of Education and
Culture of Republic of Indonesia.
20. Privacy and Digital Safety Literacy Training – Samarinda, East Kalimantan, 17
December 2019
At the end of 2019, the Forum represented by Ellen Kusuma, spoke about privacy
and personal security in online activities in an event organized by ICT Watch, and
Whatsapp. The event invited speakers from various stakeholders namely government,
CSO, business associations, and technical community. The event opened for public and
received great enthusiasm from its attendees.
C. SPONSOR, PARTNERS, AND COLLABORATORS
In organizing our activities, the Forum is grateful and humbled by the cooperation of
the organizations below to support our cause.

Asian Law Students ‘Association Local
Chapter Universitas Sriwijaya
(Academia/Youth CSO)

Masyarakat Anti Fitnah Indonesia (MAFINDO)/
Indonesian Anti-Falsehood Society (CSO)
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Asumsi (Media/Business Organization)

Multi-stakeholder Advisory Group of Indonesia
Internet Governance Forum

Badan Pengawas Pemilu Republik
Indonesia dan seluruh kantor perwakilan
daerah terkait/ Election Supervisory
Agency of Republic of Indonesia and its
related regional offices (Government
Organization)

Pamflet Generasi (Youth CSO)

Badan Eksekutif Mahasiswa Keluarga
Mahasiswa (BEM KM) Institut Pertanian
Bogor / Student Union of Bogor Institute of
Agriculture (Academia/Youth CSO)

Perludem (CSO)

BEM Universitas Negeri Jakarta / Student
Union of Jakarta State University
(Academia/Youth CSO)

Perpustakaan Kementerian Pendidikan dan
Budaya Republik Indonesia/ The Library of
Ministry of Education and Culture of Republic
Indonesia (Government)
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BEM Universitas Padjajaran / Student
Union of Padjajaran University
(Academia/Youth CSO)

Pengembangan Masyakat Islam Universitas
Islam Negeri Jakarta/ Islamic Development
Student Society of Jakarta State Islamic
University (Academia/Youth CSO)

BEM Universitas Tanjungpura / Student
Union of Tanjungpura University
(Academia/Youth CSO)

PurpleCode Collective (CSO)

BEM Universitas Udayana / Student Union
of Udayana University (Academia/Youth
CSO)

Relawan Edukasi Antihoaks Indonesia/
Indonesian Antihoax Education Volunteer (CSO)

Bina Nusantara University (BINUS)
(Academia)

Relawan TIK (CSO)

ByteDance (TikTok) (Business
Organization)

Ruang Komunal Indonesia from Facebook
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CELCIUS of Binus (Academia/Youth CSO)

Southeast Asia Freedom of Expression Network

DiploFoundation (CSO)

Siberkreasi

English Debating Club of Universitas
Pattimura (Academia/Youth CSO)

Suara Mahasiswa Universitas Indonesia
(Academia/Youth CSO)

Forum Bidik Misi Institut Teknologi
Bandung / Student Union of Bandung
Institute of Technology (Academia/Youth
CSO)

Universitas Islam Negeri Jakarta/ Jakarta State
Islamic University (Academia)

Google Indonesia (Business Organization)

Universitas Negeri Jakarta/ Jakarta State
University (Academia)
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ICT Watch (CSO)

Universitas Padjajaran/ Padjajaran University

Internet Development Institute (CSO)

Universitas Pattimura/ Pattimura University

Into the Light (Youth CSO)

Universitas Sriwijaya/ Sriwijaya University

Institut Pertanian Bogor/ Bogor Institute of
Agriculture (Academia)

Universitas Tanjungpura/ Tanjungpura
University

Kementerian Komunikasi dan Informatika
Republik Indonesia/ Ministry of
Communication and Informatics of
Republic of Indonesia (Government)

Universitas Udayana/ Udayana University
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Komisi Pemilihan Umum Republik
Indonesia dan seluruh perwakilan daerah
terkait/ General Election Commission of
Republic of Indonesia and its relevant
regional offices (Government)

Youtube Content Creator “KokBisa”

Youth Coalition on Internet Governance

D. CHALLENGES
During 1 year of Forum operation, there has been number of challenge in executing
and carrying out our program. Solutions are currently being considered to address the
challenges addressed below. Given its substantive value, listed below are the major
challenges faced during our operation.
1. Organization challenges
At present the Forum is managed only by 4 individuals coming from different
background. Each member of the Organizing Committee has their own daily activities
and interest where the management as well as the operation of the Forum needs to be
put aside. This poses exponential problem including uncertain period of execution of
projects, branding issues, responsibility assignment, and similar problems. At some
point there is the possibility the current member of OC may be burnt out, preventing
sustainability of the organization.
2. Sustainable funding
The current form of the Forum as non-legal entity prevents the Forum to engage
in various possible funding sources. Any attempt to commercialize certain deliverables
of the organization also not possible given the limitation set out by the Secretariat of IGF
Global. In addition to that, the current funds are currently deposited temporarily on OC’s
personal account bringing potential tax risk.
3. Limited possible engagement
Similar to the above, the core principle of multi-stakeholderism limits the Forum
to advocate certain issues. However, given the current state of knowledge of Indonesian
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youth, the idea of becoming melting pot of ideas and aspiration for youth has not been
optimally achieved yet. Following the organization’s operation, it has been noticed the
increased number of youth movement focusing on internet governance. It is expected
the newly emerging movement would be willing to engage with the Forum to realize the
purpose of the Forum.
4. Brand duplication by competing entity
As it has been reiterated to the Secretariat, in Indonesia there is an entity using
similar brand of the Forum. This situation poses challenge to the Forum in seeking
support from sponsors. There have been number of occasions where sponsor
requested clarification to us whether the Forum is a recognized movement under the
Secretariat. The OC of the Forum understands that this is a complex problem involving
different problems. In addition to that, the Forum appreciates the Secretariat’s effort by
displaying the contact of the recognized movement. However, the Forum believes that a
permanent solution needs to be
5. Disparity on youth understanding on internet governance issue
As cliché as the problem could be, the disparity of knowledge between youth
hampers the Forum’s objective to amplify youth’s voice. The vast geography of
Indonesia, difference of education as well as scarcity on internet and technology
resources contributes to this challenge. The Forum at present has to step back shifting
from its goal to also join the band wagon of performing digital literacy activities to embed
introduction on internet governance.
E. CLOSING REMARKS
The Forum’s operation is obviously far from perfect. It is our hope that in the future
interest of individual to participate in the Forum’s activities will increase and the youth
voices in internet governance could properly be amplified.
****
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